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Cycle Link – Singapore

Introduction
Singapore is a unique, vibrant, and highly developed city-state located in South-East
Asia. Singapore is renowned for its weather, rich cuisine, and industries. Singapore has a robust
public transportation system that in recent years has incorporated cycling due to its growth in
popularity due to several government initiatives and interest from citizens. As cycling continues
to grow in popularity in Singapore, the city has invested many resources into becoming a more
cycling-friendly nation.
Stats
Population: 5,943,546
Ridership: Cycling comprises 2 percent of daily commuter trips in Singapore.
Laws and Policies
Several agencies are responsible for regulating cycling laws and policies within
Singapore proper and the surrounding towns on the island. These include the Land Transport
Authority (LTA), the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) and NParks, the national parks
board. Singapore has developed several policies and campaigns to improve cycling culture
including the National Cycling Plan and the #ExploreSG social media initiative. These govern
the growth of cycling infrastructure around the island, and a tourism initiative to incorporate
cycling with visiting historical landmarks, respectively. The Road Traffic Act legislation governs
the laws regarding cycling. These laws include:

•

Section 7, Paragraph 6 under Chapter 276, Section 140 states that if a cycling lane is
provided, other lanes are not to be used by those using a bicycle.

•

Section 5 states that cyclists must signal while turning.

•

Bicycles must be fitted with a white light on the front and a red refractor on the back.

•

Cyclists must ride on the left side of the road.

•

Cycles must have fitted and working breaks.

•

Five to ten cyclists are allowed in groups on roads with two or more lanes, at most five in
a single lane.

What Makes This City’s Cycling Culture Unique?
Part of what makes Singapore’s cycling culture unique is Singapore itself. Singapore is a
large, global city-state that attracts tourists, workers and immigrants from across the world.
Singapore has a high level of law and order with strict rules governing driving etiquette and
maintenance of infrastructure. As of 2020, there are over 440 kilometres of cycling paths that
connect to residential areas, scenic views, rivers and parks. Paths built in urban areas serve to
connect residents to local amenities and public transportation. Singapore has a commuting
culture that has been supplemented in recent years with cycling. There are currently plans in
place to increase the cycling paths to 750 kilometres by 2025 and 1300 kilometres by 2030.
Singapore has a culture of participating in a wide variety of outdoor activities year-round with an
increased interest in cycling in recent years. Although Singapore’s cycling culture is unique, the
policy-makers take extensive inspiration from Amsterdam and other Dutch cities.
What Can Be Done to Improve Cycling Culture?
Several issues serve as roadblocks to improving the cycling culture in Singapore. Due to
being a tropical country, Singapore is afflicted by hot and humid weather for most of the year

including the monsoon season which hampers cycling. Additionally, some citizens do not
approve of cyclists with 80 percent of drivers stating that there are more problematic cyclists on
the roads than before. To solve these problems, initiatives to increase infrastructure by expanding
cycling lanes and building sheltered cycling paths to protect from rainfall will serve to ensure
that cyclists are able to ride in inclement conditions. The existing Confidence on Wheels
program that teaches cycling and cycling rules can be expanded and improved upon. The
Walking Cycling Riding Plan should also be extended and expanded to allow citizens to carry
foldable bicycles onto public transit allowing for easier commuting and multiple modes of
transportation.
How Does Singapore Compare to London?
Singapore is a far larger city than London with several key differences. There are 1.2
million cyclists in Ontario while the ridership in Singapore is two percent of the population.
London has over 350 kilometres of paths compared to Singapore’s 440, with plans to rapidly
expand to over 1300 kilometres by 2030. Singapore – like London – has a growing cycling
culture with many outdoor activities year-round. Additionally, both Singapore and London suffer
from inclement weather that impedes cycling for part of the year. These include monsoons in
Singapore and winter in London. Singapore’s rules and regulations are currently more extensive
and strictly enforced than London’s. This includes strict rules related to safety and driving
etiquette. Singapore’s cycling infrastructure revolves around connecting riders to various
amenities and locations. This and the other policy programs employed by Singapore can be used
as a basis for policy programs in London related to cycling.
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